Laurel Park Picks
Frank Carulli

Race 1 $2 Exacta Box: $24
3-4-7-8

Race 2 Pick 3 Plays: $6
2 / 3-4-6 / 3-5-7-8

Race 5 Pick 3 Plays: $4
2-8 / 2-7 / 7

Race 7 Win-Place Plays: $20
#7

Race 8 Exacta Plays: $14
2 / All

Picks

Race 1

#8 Not a Coupon: Unwound too late in debut at Arlington, enters 25 percent barn.

#3 He’s a Pussy Cat: Charles Town invader packs dangerous speed in first turf test.

#7 Papa Vinny: Took aim at 6-1 leader in early stretch and flattened out.

#4 Miss My People: Finished 2 lengths behind next-out maiden $12,500 turf winner.
Race 2

#2 Star Touch: Backed up with blinkers in route races, can carry speed far in here.

#3 Pledge of Love: Lost all chance with bad start and 5-wide trip in repeat bid.

#5 Cheryl’s Way: Bid 3-wide to stretch lead but lugged in after 2 years on bench.

#4 Backseat Driver: Rallied to finish third in 3 of her last 7 starts.

Race 3

#6 Piercinator: Disqualified from front-end victory at a notch below, take right back.

#4 Icelake: Chased solid pace on 'good' turf, finished ahead of next-out upsetter.

#3 Black Prong: Debuts for 23 percent turf barn; dam won on the grass.

#5 Major Anthem: Use underneath in gimmicks but not on top with 0-32 record.

Race 4

#3 Shine Bright: Steady improvement, finished ahead of sharp returnee in latest.

#5 Son of Tyranny: Well prepped for first start; dam earned $94k in dirt sprints.

#8 Sensational Notion: Led late in same spot two starts back on main track.

#7 Bungalow: Worked pair of 5F bullets at Delaware in June, watch odds.
Race 5

#8 Doukas: Caused crowding at break, regrouped to rally wide for victory.

#2 More Stormyweather: Faltered from perfect spot on yielding turf two back.

#3 Crystal Pier: Changed leads repeatedly in stretch, caught longshot pace setter.

#5 So Royal: Missed in photo finish for twice this much, now 14-28 in the money.

Race 6

#2 Jazzedjewel: Lightly-raced 4yo takes magnified class drop into ideal spot.

#7 Gimme Kimmy: Returns to surface of maiden romp and strong workout tab.

#5 Beautiful Nite Sky: Drops, gets in light-weighted, has loyal following.

#8 Bring Me Answers: Had no answers against better going a route of ground.

Race 7

#7 Fed Up Fired Up: Sustained 3- to 5-wide bid, impeded late, today's Best Bet.

#5 Expect a Kitten: Plagued by slow starts, broke maiden going long on the turf.

#9 Photo Gallery: Carried 132 pounds to victory in amateur riders' race.

#4 PardonTori’sFrench: Improved despite trouble lines in her last three starts.
Race 8

#2 Mischievous Dan: 'Cruised' to victory for new barn, live longshot play.

#1 Segovia: Hoping class drop can cure severe bout with seconditis.

#5 Ballivor: New barn tested him on turf; prior dirt races make him favorite.

#3 Ice Tea: Altered course, couldn't reach loose leader at this distance.

Race 9

#9 Sazerac Girl: Made 11th-to-2nd move in final half mile of prior turf test.

#1 Northern Eclipse: Versatile, in form, one to beat from the rail.

#8 Southern Peach: Rallied for back-to-back sprint victories on the lawn.

#3 Baltimore Street: Saved ground chasing fast pace two back, raced evenly late.

Race 10

#4 Big City Blues: Set pace in triple key MSW sprint, could return quick claim dividend.

#3 Colonel Crawford: Breezed 4F bullet Tuesday; dam was 4-6 in dirt sprints.

#7 Voo Dude: Held third after top pair separated from field at one mile.

#1 Souper Color: Shows fast works, gets blinkers for debut, draws difficult post.